SOCIAL SELECTION

Nanocrystals seen in solution in 3D
Researchers have determined the 3D structure of individual nanoparticles in a solution with near-atomic resolution.
Paul Alivisatos at the University of California, Berkeley, and his colleagues used graphene (sheets of single carbon atoms) to protect a solution containing platinum nanocrystals from the vacuum conditions of a transmission electron microscope. A sensitive detector picked up the electrons passing through the sample and an algorithm used that data to reconstruct the structure of two of the platinum nanocrystals. They found that each particle has a dense central disc of atoms with cone-shape protrusions, but they differed in atomic arrangement on the surface.
Understanding the structure of nanoparticles could lead to insights about their chemical and physical properties, the authors say. 
PALAEONTOLOGY
Oldest animal sperm spotted
Cells preserved inside a 50-million-year-old fossilized worm cocoon represent the oldest animal sperm ever found.
Because of their delicate nature, sperm cells are rarely found in fossils. But Benjamin Bomfleur at the Swedish Museum of Natural History in Stockholm and his colleagues spotted the sperm fragments (pictured) when they used an electron microscope to examine the inner surface of the cocoon fossil, which was found in Antarctica. Such cocoons are secreted by some worms, including earthworms and leeches, which deposit sperm and eggs inside.
The researchers do not know what kind of worm left the sperm. However, scanning electron microscope images show helical structures resembling drill-bits and beaded tails, which are characteristic of sperm produced by crayfish worms, leech-like creatures that live on freshwater lobsters.
Biol. Lett. 11, 20150431 (2015) primate species seemed to take their own evolutionary path to arrive at similarly long thumbs to improve hand dexterity.
The authors suggest that their evidence challenges the idea that contemporary apes are good morphological models of human ancestors. Nature Commun. 6, 7717 (2015) made 'mini-brains' using 3D cultures of the cells, which recreated human forebrain development 9-16 weeks after conception. The team found that compared to control cultures, ASD cultures contained more neurons that produce a brainsignalling molecule, GABA, which inhibits neuronal activity. One reason for this difference was that the ASD cells overexpressed the FOXG1 gene; correcting this reduced the growth of GABAproducing neurons.
The four people did not share any obvious genomic changes, suggesting that different genetic factors for autism can cause the condition by affecting similar neurobiological mechanisms during fetal growth. 
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